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GIA is changing landscape

• The concept: better biosecurity by sharing decision-making and 

resourcing for readiness and response

• 14 partners

• DCANZ, MIA recent members; Beef and Lamb, DairyNZ, Deer 

preparing to seek mandate

• Infra-structure development has lagged GIA concept (Cost 

recovery /cost sharing; liability; health and safety; compensation; 

human zoonoses)

• Sector Councils: Livestock Sector Council just ‘stood up’
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Operational Agreements (OAs)

• The specific contracts between the Crown (MPI) and industry 

partner/s

• OA concept still evolving: readiness and response together; 

separate; together; now prefer separate!

• To date only 3 OAs

• NZPork’s OA contract now quite developed; work programme still 

to be agreed.
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NZPork’s OA

• Want work programme confirmed when signing

• NZPork’s commitment to consult farmers to seek mandate for 

expenditure under GIA

• MPI’s resources (time and $ stretched)

N ew  Zea la n d  P o rk  I n d u s t ry  Bo a rd   
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PRRS surveillance (1)

• Request to scope feasibility and cost of undertaking 
surveillance for PRRS in NZ
• Initial request was to investigate sampling at abattoirs
• This is a ‘straw man’ – add’l surveillance streams will be 

investigated

• Update
• Visits to Ashburton, Bay City, Ruakura
• ASD and kill data analysed for delivery intervals, number of 

suppliers, scale of ‘non-commercial’ suppliers

• Sampling issues
• Lairage → oral fluids or ‘rope-samples’
• Exsanguination → blood samples
• Chiller → meat samples → freeze-thaw → meat juice
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PRRS surveillance (2)

• Testing issues
• MPI Wallaceville laboratory, NZ commercial laboratory, 

overseas (US) laboratory
• Weigh up convenience, cost, NZ regulations, and MPI ‘requests 

for cooperation’

• General comments
• Previous PRRS modelling work indicated PRRS may circulate in 

non-commercial sector for 100-150 days before crossing into 
commercial sector; may then take another 50-100 days to be 
detected in commercial farms

• Abattoirs are biased – in theory only healthy (non-PRRS) pigs 
should be delivered (and thus, sampled), need to investigate 
other surveillance options such as on-farm and backyarders

• This exercise will help us to figure out how to engage MPI in 
surveillance under a GIA framework
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Pigcheck data: National syndromic study

• Follow-on work from 2014
• Neumann, E. J., et al. (2014). Descriptive and temporal analysis of 

post-mortem lesions recorded in slaughtered pigs in New Zealand 
from 2000 to 2010. New Zealand Veterinary Journal, 62(3), 110-
116.
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Pigcheck data: National syndromic study

• Updated dataset has been requested from 
AsureQuality
• Data is now recorded ‘by pig’ rather than ‘by lot’ so we can 

now answer questions like ‘Is a pig with arthritis more 
likely to have pleuropneumonia?”

• Will essentially re-do the old analysis with new data

• Will investigate the feasibility and utility of 
weekly/monthly/quarterly whole-industry monitoring 
as an indicator of a change in disease status, 
importance, or emergence/incursion
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Pig semen import health standard (IHS) (1)

• Status
• < 2012: Country-commodity specific IHS

• 2012-2016: MPI moved to a process of ‘generic’ IHS

• 2017: Significant changes proposed to the existing IHS

• Provisional (new) standard will be published soon
• No further opportunity for comment; if stakeholders not happy 

with IHS option is to request an ‘independent review’

• Particular concerns raised by industry with regard to 
requirements for importation from countries known to be 
infected with PRRS virus

• Appears that only frozen semen will be permitted from PRRS 
(+) countries, fresh will likely be permitted from Australia
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Pig semen import health standard (IHS) (2)

• In principle for high consequence diseases known to 
be transmitted through semen, industry wanted 
more stringent requirements than what has been 
recommended by OIE
• New OIE PRRS chapter in early 2017

• OIE is fundamentally concerned with how to enable trade 
in animal products

• Industry proposition:

Herd of 
origin

Isolation

Collection area

Boar stud Testing at 
time of 

collection

Routine 
‘herd’ 

monitoring

Post-
collection 

testing



Survey for PRRS virus in imported pork

• After new IHS for fresh pork was published, MPI 
committed to tracking the amount of pork that was 
imported via the ‘consumer-ready cut’ (CRC) standard
• < 3 kg, major lymph nodes removed, no mince
• We have been tracking the impact on the estimated risk of a 

PRRS incursion via imported pork
• MPI has signalled they will stop reporting CRC data, Frances 

and I continue to apply pressure to keep status quo
Original model (EpiX) Updated with July 2017 data

Input variable Model assumption

Original model
CONSUMER_READY_P 

adjustment¥

Dec-10
Use of CRC data from Jan to 

Apr 2017

IMPORT_P Uniform (0.42, 0.5) Uniform (0.42, 0.5) Static value of 0.586

PRRS_POSITIVE_P Uniform (0.7546, 0.8455) Uniform (0.7546, 0.8455) Static value of 0.762

CONSUMER_READY_P
Pert (0.0095, 0.02645, 

0.0434)
Pert (0.0095, 0.02645, 0.0434) Static value of 0.291

Estimated years between outbreaks

Mean 1227 1182* 90

Median (50th pctle) 507 495 37

90% CI 75-4260 73-4329 6-313§
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Survey for PRRS virus in imported pork (2)

• MPI also committed to testing for the presence of PRRS virus 
in a sample of pork being imported under the CRC criteria
• Quite a thorough and high-quality laboratory component
• They have finished the test validation steps
• Actual collection of a ‘representative’ sample of fresh pork from the 

US for testing is actually quite tricky; we have repeatedly asked to be 
involved in this planning. Work is still lagging.

• MPI will use a PCR test. A PCR will determine if virus is present in 
the meat, but cannot determine if the virus is alive.

• We have asked repeatedly about what actions might be taken by MPI, 
given possible outcomes of the study. They have refused to given any 
indications of what might happen or how the data might be used.

• Last estimates were that testing would be completed by Q1 2018 
but this appears to be very unlikely.
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‘Emergency’ vaccine registration

• Vaccination is a possible response tool in the event an exotic disease 
incursion

• MPI has encouraged ‘pre-registration’ of several vaccines such as FMD 
and classical swine fever (CSF), in order to facilitate rapid importation in 
the event they were needed.

• Recently, the CSF vaccine that is pre-registered has become unavailable. 
MPI has sought informal feedback from the industry as to whether a new 
product should be pre-registered.
• Emergency vaccine processes are not well-managed at the moment; auto-pilot
• Requires a bit of MPI time and effort to manage the existing system, and more 

time to improve it.
• MPI has assigned this task to Dr Pleydell and she has committed to working with 

NZPork (and other livestock industries) to improve the situation.
• This is quite a separate discussion from whether an emergency vaccine would 

actually be deployed during a response. 

• Emergency vaccine costs are expected to be cost shareable under GIA; 
NZPork therefore only wants to keep vaccines registered for diseases in 
which they would be used
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Other Initiatives

• Biosecurity 2025

• BIG (Biosecurity Industry Group – livestock sector)


